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for ParentsDifferent styles of gamers

Everybody is different and so they have different reasons for participating in online play. Understanding how 
your child views online play can help to understand their level of attachment which in turn can help you when 
setting boundaries and creating a healthy balance.

When looking to conduct conversations with your child, if you have an idea of how invested they are to online 
play you can think about the best way to broach the subject and how easy or difficult it might be to get their 
co-operation.

Recreational
• This person has a high level of self-esteem and low impulsivity.
• This person enjoys gaming as a hobby, they do not feel they have to do it but they   

 partake as it is a hobby which they enjoy.

The Socialite
• This person enjoys online play for the social aspect. They may have low self esteem   

 and need play to boost their self-worth but they can also have low impulsivity.
• They enjoy creating virtual characters and environments.

The Escaper
• This person uses online play as a way of escapism, whether to relieve a negative mood  

 or just as an escape from their world for a while.
• They are low attention seeking but can have high impulsive traits.
• However they are able to cope better with real life difficulties.

The Achiever
• This person seeks to progress in games. They are not so bothered about socialising or   
 role playing. They want to master the game.
• They have a high impulse rate and low self-control, they have a high drive to achieve.
• These players have a high level of self-esteem and play to achieve an idolised sense of   
 oneself.

The Hard-core player
• This person is a combination of the escaper and the achiever. They are motivated by   

 achieving and the sensation that this brings but they also like the chance of role playing.
• This person may have low self-esteem and can be prone to defining themselves   

 through their play and building a successful reputation.


